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Background to Planning the NS/AP Design Process in 
Indonesia

• REDD+ is a convergence of three powerful issues: Global 
Climate Change, National Development and Governance 
Reform with Landscape as its Theatre;

• ‘Failed’ when started partially by Bappenas or Ministry of 
Forestry;

• Need to understand the National Landscape of things 
• Collaborative efforts needed from the beginning – create a task 

force;
• Use consultant to help in the kitchen, not to drive;
• Do macro-phased approach – One: Creating The Movement 

and Two: The Business End.



The Process of NS/AP Design

• Parallel Holistic: Three Cores and Seven Peripherals;
• Team of experts, regional consultation, national 

consultation, international experts consultation;
• Drafts to sectoral ministries, website for 30 days;
• Campaign progress at sub national, national and 

international fora;
• Sub National Strategy/Action Plan is an integrated part of 

NS/AP; and
• Need political decision on formalities.



Results/Achievements of the NS/AP Design Process

• Stakeholder engagement from the sub national level begun;
• Network of local and international experts ready to support;
• Safeguard concept based on “Not a disturbed neighbor” applies;
• REDD+ as a movement, not just projects, take roots;
• Allow a corridor for Implementation Planning;
• At least 10 forested provinces ready to implement (5R10I).



Challenges Encountered with the NS/AP Design Process

• Sub National Stakeholder consultation turning into one way 
‘socialization’;

• National needs overruled by global frameworks;
• Sectoral interest consolidation, collaboration and coordination 

control;
• Capacity building to allow next step of the process is needed;
• International campaign is necessary to get NS/AP support – relying 

on National support alone is risky;
• Avoiding the trap of Projectisation due to mandate limitations.



Questions/Advice to UN-REDD or other countries

• Need to develop Scenario Based Planning for Actions – any 
guideline developed by UN-REDD on how to do it?

• Phase One Strategy is to develop movement. Transition to ‘Phase 
Two Strategy – Business’ needs to be planned. Experiences?

• Business Strategy needs to have: Market Offering definition (asset 
class?), Market Identification, Accounting Processes, Transaction 
Protocol, Product and Proceed pooling, Interdependent Benefit 
Mapping, Benefit Distribution Strategy, etc. Ideas?

• What have UN-REDD developed to stay ahead of the curve?
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